ISOC SW Update

• ISOC Workshop
  – 1-2 Nov 2005
  – Agenda at
    http://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/ISOC/ISOC+Workshop+Nov+2005+Agenda

• Schedule
  – 1-2 Nov    ISOC workshop
  – 9 Nov      ISOC coding done, testing begins
  – 14 Nov     L0 science data files to PSS
  – 16 Nov     ISOC SW Release 1.2
  – 14 Dec     GRT3
  – early 2006  Engin. test of L0→L1 processing & L1 transmission to GSSC
  – ~28 Mar 06 GRT5 (to include generation and transmission to GSSC of all science data products)

• Two new SW Devs started this week!
  – Mila Mitra and Stephen Tether